
Buying a Compact Router - A Buyer's Guide
 

Before we go further, let us understand what is meant by a compact router, exactly. In fact,

there is no single term which defines what a compact router is. As we know, routers come in

two basic types, fixed base and drop base. Fixed base routers are usually utilized with fixed

housings or mounting platforms which can be fixed or slide, so obviously the base type of

compact router is different from the other. But both these types have common characteristics

like they are fast to set up, have less delay while in use and easy to cleanup. 

 

On the other hand, the drop base is characterized by its faster speed and ease of cleanup

and set up. The most important difference between the two, however, is that the fixed base is

characterized by fixed bits. These bits ensure that bits do not go out of their holes, unlike the

grooves which are present on the drop side of compact routers. While the fixed-base

compact router has limited number of bit slots, it has an increased rate of bite speed and,

hence, delivers more power. 

 



 

The above information would indicate that there are only two different types of compact

routers. Now let's look at how they operate. Each of the two basic types of drives the discs

through the disc tray. Here are the drive types used by different types of compact routers: 

 

The five-speed (Fujitsu) is one of the oldest types of compact drive. It is a series of magnetic

strips that spin around a axis. The motor that is responsible for driving the mechanism is

placed inside the case of compact router and spins the strips around a axis. The speed of the

motor determines the speed of the DVD drive. There is presently some effort underway to

replace this with a six-speed drive that would increase the drive's overall speed. 

 

The six-speed, or heavy-duty, is a new development. Unlike the five-speed, which is limited

by the physical size of the disks, heavy-duty compact routers have the ability to handle

heavy-duty data disks. The drive is placed outside the case of the compact disc, so it can be

as large as needed. The six-speed compact drive uses a 6-lane magnet motor. This makes



the drive capable of delivering faster data rates. 

 

Another type of compact drive is the wood slim. It has a metal body with a grip that fits onto

the router quickly. The slim is similar to a traditional platen drive, with six speeds and a high

torque. Wood slim models deliver a number of optical drives, including CD, DVD, and Blu-

Ray. They can also handle VGA, DVI, and HDMI connections. 

 

The last kind of drive is the wood router. These are made of oak, maple, birch, cherry etc,

and are designed for heavy-duty use. Although they have many similarities to the other

drives, wood routers have some unique features such as an adjustable depth adjustment, an

enclosed case, and lock-block safety. The lock-block feature keeps the drives secure when

not in use. 

 

The last two types of casing used with compact routers are steel and aluminum. The steel

casings have a heavy duty design and are suitable for industrial use. They offer good

protection against vibration caused by equipment. Some manufacturers offer free shipping

for these casings. 

 

https://www.bosch-professional.com/gb/en/community/category/advice-on-router-

tables/12675186-t/p2#main The final type of casing is the brushless motor. The brushless

motor is basically a DC motor that is mounted on a brushed aluminum housing. Although

they use a lot less energy than their spinning counterparts, brushless motors do have their

drawbacks such as limited speed and reliability. 

 

With all these options available in the market, it's easy to see why compact routers have

become so popular today. Aside from the fact that there are fewer parts that are fragile, there

are also more compact sizes and more efficient in performance. These benefits make them

more popular for home users who need to do a great deal of work with wood. A wood dust

collector is included in some units, which allows for easy cleaning. 

 

If you're looking to purchase a compact router, make sure that it meets your needs and the

safety requirements outlined by your local building codes. Take note that although compact

routers are generally safer than full-size units, there are still dangers to consider. You should

always practice safe trimming of blades when using a compact unit, especially if you have

young children at home. Always keep a sharp eye out for small pieces of wood, which could

prove to be hazardous if ingested. 
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